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At the onset of my university study, I have joined the

mountain climbing club as drawn by my interest and hobby, as I

often utilize my spare time exploring Taiwan's beautiful mountains and

fields hoisting the heavy backpack without regret, when others might

be lounging around in an Internet cafe or a billiard hall.  Yet I am elated

within and proud of having fulfilled my dream of witnessing Taiwan's

beautiful mountainous woods and pristine fields.  As a result, I have

spent half of my universities in uninhibited tranquil woods, and exactly

because so, I have acquired independent thinking and reflection amid

the esthetics and sorrow of the woods in Taiwan.

Why is it that I enjoy it so much on things that might appear to be

tough to the others?  I reckon that a key rests on the mindset.  Adjusting

of one's mindset depends on one's view and perception of the society as

a whole.  Since my joining the military, although things that do not go

my way happens quite frequently, yet you will be able to rise to the

occasion and deal with it as long as you are able to face up to it with the

right mindset, rather than shunning from it.  I often console myself by

changing my take on things rather than trying to change it but rather

focusing on changing how you view the world.  Through such transfor-

mation, my rigid personality has been gradually transformed with flex-

ibility to deal with touch issues.  The so-called growth perhaps mani-

fests in the way of so heart-felt thoughts upon undergoing such tough

scenarios.  And isn't the military experience part of the training

process?  It might look like a waste of time, but not exactly so, for it all

depends on how you look at it.
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To tackle my military career taking to the mentality of mountain

climbing has been what I anticipated of myself prior to getting enlisted;

serving the military is much like climbing a tall mountain, where one

needs to pace oneself from the portal (the enlistment) to scaling the

summit (the discharge) by devoting your sweat and physical endurance

in order to complete the task. Yet the journal remains fair, for now one

can leap to success, or any shortcut that would allow you to get to the

top, where all are treated as equals, irrespective of one's background,

education, personal characteristics, or one's past. Yet in a seemingly

homogenous military setting, everyone experiences it differently after

having endured the experience and what finds at the time of discharge,

and a key remains in how one views the military career.  Does one hold

on to the goofy attitude, or has one transformed the experience into

one's intrinsic quality? In the journal, does one simply follow the others

blindly? In the journal, does one amass the experience endured?  In the

journal, does one stop and ponder the people, things and objects that

occurred?  In the dead of the night, does one reflect the process that one

has traversed? The process remains fixed however treacherous the jour-

ney might be with deadly cliffs, or the regiment may not be as in sync

as you think. Yet our thinking is alive. It is important for us to realize

how best to enjoy an exciting and marvelous experience, rather than

anticipating the glory and joy of scaling the summit, or envying how

others have done it scaling the summit. As Mr. Hu Shih has said, "The

seeds you put in determine how you succeed", which remains an

unwavering doctrine. So remember, it is the process rather than the

result that is important, and everyone will be eligible for discharge one

day, but exactly how many come away with fruitful experiences and

make a few lifetime friends at the end.

Mountain claiming remains a group effort, and military life is also

a group living. When you slack off, the others will have to put in more.

When you skim on others, the others would suffer relatively. Hence, it

is important to refrain from burdening others with things that you shun

from, which remains a crucial step in sharing the group living. Do you

still feel empty about your military career, or hold on to the attitude of

counting the days, or be foolish enough not to heed to an independent

thinking? Don't forget that your military career will eventually become

a fond journey in your lifetime and can you afford to leave it to waste?

So stop anticipating the time of getting out and starting from this

moment, learn to manage your life smartly and contemplate the next

step in your life. In such way, you can truly be honest to face up with

your future. 

(The author is with the Coast Patrol Corps 4-1)




